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It is becoming increasingly difficult to ignore the complexity of software products. Software
metrics are proposed to help show indications for quality, size, complexity, etc. of software
products. In this paper, software metrics related to complexity are developed and evaluated.
A dataset of many open source projects is built to assess the value of the developed metrics.
Comparisons and correlations are conducted among the different tested projects. A classification is proposed to classify software code into different levels of complexity. The results
showed that measuring the complexity of software products based on decision coverage gives
a significant indicator of degree of complexity of those software products. However, such indicator is not exclusive as there are many other complexity indicators that can be measured
in software products. In addition, we conducted a comparison among several available metric
tools that can collect software complexity metrics. Results among those different tools were
not consistent. Such comparison shows the need to have a unified standard for measuring and
collecting complexity attributes.
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Introduction
In recent years, the software products are
getting more complex. Producing a software
with all its functionalities while at the same
time having high quality attribute is a serious
challenge. Improving software testing and
measurements can help in findings software
bugs early and hence reduce their impact [1].
However, it is very difficult to test every aspect or attribute in the software, especially
when the software application is very huge
and has many branches. There are several
metrics that have been developed to help developers and testers in their development
process in order to guarantee the correctness
of tasks and improving the maintainability of
the software [2], [3], [4], [5]. Cyclomatic
complexity is one of metrics that is used to
measure the complexity of a program by
measuring the number of linearly independent paths through the source code [6]. Cyclomatic complexity is computed using the
Control Flow Graph (CFG). In CFG, there
are nodes and directed edges. The nodes refer
to commands or decisions in the program and
each edge connects two nodes (i.e. commands) when the second command can be
executed after the first one.

In this paper, measuring the complexity will
be based on decision coverage. Decision
coverage is a metric that measures the possible branches that are followed by a flow control structure [7]. A decision is a program
point in which the control flow has two or
more alternative branches [8]. Decision coverage is the percentage of the decision outcomes that have been tested or visited by test
cases relative to the overall decisions [7].
The decision coverage metric will be added
to the existing metrics in SWMetrics tool developed by one of the paper’s authors [13].
SWMetrics computes many metrics such as:
Line of Code (LOC), Statement Line of Code
(SLOC), Cyclomatic complexity and math
counts. The objective of decision coverage
testing is to show all the decisions within a
component that have been executed at least
once. This is usually a software complexity
indicator where more decisions in a program
mean more complexity. The remainder of
this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents a background of software metrics.
Section 3 discusses some of the metrics that
proposed to measure some features of software, especially complexity. Some tools that
can calculate software metrics have also been
discussed in this section. Section 4 presents
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the setup of our experiments. Section 5 describes the experimental results. Section 6 includes a conclusion or summary of the work
presented in this paper.
2 Background
Software metrics provide a numerical data
related to development, operation, and
maintenance of the software product, project,
process, etc. The metrics help the developers
evaluate the attributes of software in an objective manner by giving them numerical
figures to compare different software products with each other. Moreover, the metrics
can help to get better management results.
Generally, software metrics can be classified
into three main classes: process, product, and
project metrics [9]. Process metrics are related to enhancing the software development
process. For example, the response time of
fixing a problem. Product metrics are related
to the characteristics of a product like complexity and size. Project metrics explain the
project features and execution. This may include: the number of software developers,
cost, and timetable [9]. In this research, the
focus will be on the product metrics, particularity, complexity related metrics.
The community of software engineering has
not consented upon a set of metrics. As a result, many developers have come up with diverse ways to measure the software attributes. One of the most important metrics is the
complexity which is supposed to be an indicator of: correctness, clarity, and effectiveness of the software. In addition, it can provide a good estimation for the cost, efforts,
the number of faults, cost of testing, etc. Several metrics have been proposed to measure
the complexity of a program. Examples of
software product complexity metrics include:
Cyclomatic complexity, depth of inheritance,
information flow (fan-in. fan-out], etc. The
aim of this paper is to measure the complexity of the software based on Decision Coverage (DC). Furthermore, the relation between
the complexity and other metrics will be
studied. In addition, we can decide the best
tool that can measure the complexity.
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3 Literature Review
A considerable amount of literature has been
published on software metrics; and obviously
measuring the complexity of the program is
one of these metrics. In this section, first of
all, the metrics which are related to the complexity metric will be reviewed. The tools
that have been developed to measure the
complexity of programs will then be discussed.
3.1 Software Metrics
This section provides a definition of metrics
that can help in measuring the complexity of
programs. They have been selected based on
the least common denominator. The first one
is the metric of: Lines of Code (LOC). As
the name indicates, LOC metric shows how
many lines of source code are in the application, namespace, class or method. Four aspects have been considered to deal with LOC
metric: blank lines, comment lines, data declarations, lines that include several instructions [12].Another accepted line of code metric is the one implemented by [13], which is
called Non-Commented LOC (NCLOC). In
this implementation, comment and blank
lines are eliminated. Thus, the metric will
give the right value of the
size of the program, because the blank and
comment lines are not used by the software.
LOC can be used practically as follows:
check the size of code module, and estimate
the effort in development and maintenance
process.
Coupling Between Objects (CBO): CBO is
the number of other classes that are coupled
with a specific class [11]. According to [4],
the CBO can be defined as the measure of the
strength of the established by a connection
from one unit to another.
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT): DIT is
the maximum inheritance path from the class
to the root class [11]. When a child class inherits from one parent, it’s called “single inheritance”. And when a child class inherits
from more than one parent, it’s called “multiple inheritances” which is more complex
than a single inheritance. Inheritance increases the efficiency by reducing the redundancy
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[15]. In contrast, the deeper hierarchy inheritance, the harder it is to understand the code.
Number of Children (NOC): NOC is the
number of immediate subclasses subordinated to a class hierarchy [11]. The number of
children indicates the level of reuse in a system. Moreover, it indicates the testing level is
required. If a class has a large number of subclasses, it is probably an improper abstraction
of the parent class. A system has a lot of
child classes, will be hard to understand.
Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM):
According to [14], cohesion of a class is defined by how closely the local method is related to the local variable. A high LCOM
value could indicate that the design of the
class is poor and it may be a good idea to
split the class into two or more sub-classes
[11]. The authors in [16] redefined the
LCOM using a graph and they consider it as
the number of connected components of a
graph.
Response For a Class (RFC): RFC is the
number of methods which can be executed in
response to a message received by an object
of a class [11].
Weight Methods per Class (WMC): WMC
is the sum of weights for the methods of a
class [11].
3.2 Tools
In this section, many software metric tools
will be discussed. Each one of these tools
calculates several possible metrics.
C and C++ Code Counter (CCCC): CCCC
is an open source tool, developed as a testing
ground to generate reports on various metrics
such as LOC, McCabe’s complexity and metrics proposed by Chidamber and Kemerer
[11]. It deals with C++ and Java files[17].
Analyst4j: Analyst4j is a commercial tool
works based on Eclipse platform as well as
stand-alone [18]. It provides Java code search
by using software metrics. Furthermore, it
provides an environment to analyze code
quality metrics and give visualization for
metrics using graph/charts. [18]
Dependency Finder: Dependency finder is a
free open source tool. This tool is used in analyzing compiled Java code. Basically, it is a
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dependency program that extracts dependency graphs and mines them for useful information [19].
Java Coding Standard Checker (JCSC):
JCSC is a powerful tool used to examine a
source code against a definable coding standard and potential bad code [20]. JCSC supports several metrics such as noncommenting source statement (NCSS) and
Cyclomatic Complexity Number (CNN).
Chidamber and Kemerer Java Metrics
(CKJM): CKJM is an open source command
line tool that calculates also CK metrics from
Java programs. The metrics proposed by CK
are WMC, DIT, NOC, RFC, CBO, and
LCOM[21].
OOMeter: OOMeter is an experimental metric tool developed by the authors in [22]. It is
used to measure the quality attributes of Java
and C# source code and UML models.
OOMeter supports many metrics such as
WMC, DIT, NOC, CBO, RFC, RFC, and
LOC.
Understand for Java:Understand tool for
Java is a commercial tool used to calculate
several code metrics [24].Many metrics are
supported by this tool such as: Cyclomatic
complexity, max inheritance, weighted
methods per class, number of instance methods, and class coupling [25].
SWMetrics tool: SWMetrics is a tool used
for a specific company as part of a master
project. Besides LOC abdCyclomatic complexity, the tool collects metrics related to
complexity that include: SLOC, Maximum
nesting, Cyclomatic complexity, and Math
counts [10].
4 Methodology
The methodology consists of three main
parts: implementation of the proposed metric,
classes and projects classification, and the
comparison among tools. The first one includes the implementation of the complexity
metric based on decision coverage using C#
language. The implementation will be added
to the SWMetrics tool. Later one, data mining classification methods will be used based
on the output of SWMetrics tool, especially
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on the attributes of: the decision coverage,
LOC and decision coverage with LOC.
1) Decision Coverage Metric Implementation Phase
SWMetrics can calculate Cyclomatic complexity, max nesting, and the number of operations. These metrics can indicate the degree of the complexity of given software. In
our paper, we will add a new measure which
can help further measuring the complexity.
The parser of the tool, which is written in C#
language, will then be modified. Furthermore, the new measure will appear in the interface of the SWMetrics tool. In this section,
we explain the code modification of the tool.
Decision Coverage evaluation is based on the
number of decisions in the code. There are
certain keywords in programming languages
that are indicators of decisions. These words
include: if, for, while, switch, select case, do,
try, catch, finally, etc.
In the implementation phase, the decision
coverage is calculated with exception handling and without exception handling. We
did it on purpose, because some opinions
such as those mentioned in [23] assumed that
a single level of exception will improve the
software by making it more robust without
affecting the degree of the complexity of that
system. If the exception handling has more
than one level or more than one level of exception in a class, the complexity of software
will increase. In this study, we will assume
that the iteration loop increases the complexity of the software by 3. Many authors proposed 3 as a weight for the loop [26]. They
also increased the weight of the sequence
statement by 1. However, this is ignored in
our study because the focus in this paper is
on code decisions only. The others keywords
such as: if, else, switch, case, try, catch, finally, etc. increments complexity by 1.
2) Classification phase
In this phase, three columns will be added to
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SWMetrics. First, we will classify the classes, based on LOC, into three categories
(low, medium, and high). Second, the classes will be classified, based on DC, into three
categories (low, medium, and high). Finally,
we will classify the classes, based on LOC
and DC, into five categories (very low, low,
medium, high, and very high). As we classified the classes, we will do the same for the
software products. We will classify the set of
software products based on LOC, DC, and
LOC with DC. The classification process will
be done automatically by implementing the
classification process in SWMetrics.
3) Tools comparison and the case study
We will conduct a comparison study between
SWMetrics and several selected software
metric tools.
More than 70 open software projects are used
to conduct the comparison and the analysis
study. Most of metric-tools selected support
Java based programs. SWMetrics tool is developed to deal with several types of code including Java, C++, and C#. However, since
most of those tools used for comparison can
only evaluate Java codes, the case study projects were selected from Java open source
references (e.g. sourceforge).
The first criteria were to collect the software
metrics tool that calculate metrics and can
indicate the degree of the complexity of
software. 14 different metric tools were selected. The majority of the software metric
tools evaluated support metrics for Java programs.
As we mentioned in the literature review, we
select the metrics based on the “least common denominator”. A large list of metrics
was created. We had to refine these metrics;
since there are many metrics that have different names in different tools but they are related to the same topic. Table 1 shows the
metrics and the tools that are used in the
evaluation study.
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Table 2 shows some of the general characteristics of the metric tools used in the evalua-
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x
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DIT

CBO

LOC
Analyst4j

# math op

Name

Cy.
Complex.

Tools

Max
nesting

Table 1. Tools and metrics used in evaluation
Metrics

x

tion.

Table 2. Characteristics of the evaluated software metric tools
Tool name
Characteristics
GUI
Command line
Support many language
Stand-alone
Plug-ins

Analyst4j

CK Java Metrics

x

SWMetrics

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

X
x
x

5 Experiments and evaluation
In this paper, two experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed metrics. The first
experiment is designed to test and evaluate
the modified SWMetrics tool. The second
experiment will evaluate the SWMetrics in
comparison with the tools mentioned in Table 1. The experiments were carried on a personal computer (PC) satisfying the minimum
requirements for all tools.
5.1 Decision Coverage Metric Evaluation:
One of the most important limitations of
software metrics is the absence of standards
that define how to measure and evaluate the
results. . Each tool has its own definition for
the given metrics. For this reason the implementation of each metric will be also differ-

Category
Small
Medium
High

Understand

Eclipse
rics
x

Met-

x

ent; depending on the tool. To this end, the
evaluation of SW Metrics tool will be manual. The evaluation will not be for all metrics,
since, most of the metrics have been evaluated in [13]. We will focus on evaluating the
two new metrics: decision coverage with Exceptional Handling (EH) and decision coverage without EH. As we described before,
three columns will be added to the
SWMetrics. These columns are used to give
an indication for the degree of the complexity
for all the classes. The first column metric
measures the degree of complexity for each
class in the software system based on LOC.
These classes are classified into three categories: small, medium, and high. Table 3 shows
the categories and their conditions.

Table 3. Metrics nominal classification based on LOC
Condition
When LOC less than 50
When LOC greater than or equal 50 and also LOC less than 100
When LOC greater than or equal 100
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The same classification process is also applied to the other metrics. Table 4 shows DC

Category
Small
Medium
High

Table 4. DC nominal classification
Condition
When DC less than 10
When DC greater than or equal 10 and less than 50
When DC greater than 50

Table 5 is divided into 5 classes rather than
3: very low, low, medium, high, and very

Category
Very low
Low
Medium
High
Very high

nominal classification and Table 5 shows
DC-LOC nominal classification.

high.

Table 5. DC-LOC nominal classification
Condition
If the complexity based on LOC is “small” and the complexity based on DC is
”small”.
If the complexity based on LOC is “small” and the complexity based on DC is
“medium” or vice versa.
If the complexity based on LOC is “medium” and also the complexity based on
DC is “medium”.
If the complexity based on LOC is “medium” and the complexity based on DC is
“high” or vice versa.
If the complexity based on LOC is “high” and the complexity based on DC is
“high”.

5.2 Evaluation of the Results
In the first stage, experiments are conducted
to evaluate the accuracy of the developed al-

gorithms. Accuracy is compared with the
manual count of the decisions versus those
collected from the tool automatically.

Table 6. Metric evaluation with EH for classes
Category
Name

Project Name

Class Name

Language

Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication
Desktop environment
Education

AsyncWcfLibV2.1
AsyncWcfLibV2.1
AsyncWcfLibV2.1
Commorewindows
bsaf-1.9RC4

Test1.TwoClien
ts
FrmClient

Enterprise

Financial
Game
Network

pigale-1.3.12

Actual
Output
13

Precision

C#

Expected
Output
13

100%

Complexity
based
on
DC
Medium

C#

35

35

100%

Medium

Router

C#

53

53

100%

High

List

C++

70

70

100%

high

TaskTest

Java

5

5

100%

small

C++

140

140

100%

High

C#

132

132

100%

High

Java
C++
Java

8
33
84

8
33
84

100%
100%
100%

small
Medium
High

freeglut_geometry
AMB New Gen- BI
eration
Data
Empowerment
JKtoCheck_0.4
AccCheck
ows_0.5_win
Tactics
Euler
Datatype
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Table 6 shows results that are related to the
DC metrics with EH with additional information such as: project name, category name,
programming language of software system,
class name, expected output, actual output,
and precision. The expected outputs have
been calculated manually.

The actual output column values represent
the output from SWMetrics. Precision = actual output / expected output.Table7 contains
the same type of information which is found
in Table 6 while this information related to
Decision Coverage without EH metric.

Table 7. DC Metric evaluation without EH for Classes
Category
Name

Project Name

Class Name

Language

Expected
Output

Actual
Output

Precision

Communication
Communication
Communication
Communication
Desktop environment
Education

AsyncWcfLibV2.1
AsyncWcfLibV2.1
AsyncWcfLibV2.1
Commorewindows
bsaf-1.9RC4

Test1.2Client
s
FrmClient

C#

13

13

100%

Complexity
based on
DC
without
EH
Medium

C#

31

31

100%

Medium

Router

C#

51

51

100%

High

List

C++

70

70

100%

High

TaskTest

Java

3

3

100%

small

pigale-1.3.12

C++

140

140

100%

High

Enterprise

AMB
N.Generation
Data Emp.
JKtoCheck_0.4
ows_0.5_win
Euler

freeglut_geometr
y
BI

C#

89

89

100%

High

AccCheck
Tactics
Datatype

Java
C++
Java

8
33
82

8
33
82

100%
100%
100%

small
Medium
high

Financial
Game
Network

While financial and system administrative
projects showed an overall higher complexity
as domains relative to other domains, however, this is not consistent across all projects of
those domains. For example, in the database
domain, we can observe MethodLib software
with high complexity and IBMDatabaseProject with very low complexity. Financial applications fall largely in complex and high
complex categories (based on decision complexity).
5.3 Tools comparison
The results of the tools comparison showed
that there are differences in calculated metrics across tools although they have the same

metric names (e.g. LOC, Cyclomatic complexity, etc.). The differences can be large or
small depending on the size of the software
product.
6 Conclusions
Software metrics have an important indirect
role in increasing the quality of software systems. Through those measurements, they can
ensure that the developed product is within
regulations. In this paper, a software metric
tool is extended to cover evaluating complexity metrics relation to decision coverage. It is
expected to correlate the occurrence of many
decisions in a particular code with increasing
its complexity. In this paper, we also tried to
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see the combinational factor of the effect of
the decision coverage (DC) with the traditional size metric (LOC).
We found that the DC can be used as a significant indicator for the software complexity. This of course does not mean that it is the
only factor that can impact the software
complexity. Through the evaluation and
comparison of the developed tool with several software metric tools, it is noticed that
there is a need to have a unified standard for:
defining, developing and analyzing software
metrics. Despite the fact that formulas of
some metrics (LOC, e.g. CK and Halstead
metrics) are widely known, nonetheless, the
investigations showed that the actual implementation and results of those metrics can
vary.
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